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26 March 1956

ISMORANDUM FOR: Chief, SR/7/D0B

SUBJECT	 : Assessment of Tscherim SOOBZOKOV

'An sssss went was conducted on Subject by SR/74)OB/A&R
between 20-25 February 1956 to determine hissuita-
bility as a-spotter and trainer of FtEDSOX agents. The
assessment was favorable.

1. BiorraohicalSUMMar7 

Subject is a 38 year old Circassian from a middle class farmer
family. After finishing middle school, he entered a Soviet military school
and was graduated as a lieutenant in 1939. Although of the Kulak class,
family connections were able to get him into the military school; the stigma
of being branded a'Kulak, however, prevented him for consi4eration for mem-
isership in the Komsomol and Communist kirty... From 1939-l9, he served with
the infantry in Poland and was transferred lo the Rostov arwtrhere he fought
against the German invasion until' 1942. When his unit transferred, he
deserted and hid in his native village in the Caucasus. The German Army
occupied his village and he Wire elected as Chief ofsFolies. In 1942 he joined
the Garman Army and participated on numerous patrol Missions; in 1943 he was
wounded.o After recevering, he WM sent to the North Caucasian Legion near
Warsaw with the appointment to recruit Caucasians for the German Army. In
1944 he was ordered to lead 3,000 refugees from Diessa to the Rumanian -
Hungarian border. He then served in Greece Warsaw and Berlin. In 1945 he
joined the Caucasian SS Division and recruited in PCW camps. After capitu-
lation, he fled to Rome and lived on the proceeds of black marketeering.
With Pope provided funds and assistance he and a Circassian group settled
in Jordan. From 1948-1956, he held various personnel officer jobs in the
Jordan government in Amman. From 1953-1955, he was an Agency contraCt agent,
functioning as an agent sp9tter and informant. In June 1955 he, his wife and
children arrived for permanent residency in the United States.

2. Commei)te

Subject is an,individual of strong moral character and intense
nationalism who behAior'has been conditioned by a Moslem upbringing in 4
Circassian village. He is a rugged individualist who resolves most. things
into black or white; he sees no greys. This decisiveness colors his entire
personality. He demands honesty and truthfulness in others and normally
does not trust people. To a friend he can prove to be devoted and loyal;
but he can be as fiercely loyal as treacherously dangerous. Though of
average intelligence, he is a skillful manipulator of people and has charac-
teristics of a good teacher. Everything about the man shows an emotional
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1,7MO TO: Chief, SR/7/DOB - 2	 26 March 1956

charge and although it makes him impulsive, he is a leader type that can
get things done. His strong hatred toward Russians is oriented not only to
Communists but toward Russians in general. It can be expected he would
have difficulty working in close proximity with former Soviet Russians. He
is free of symptoms of a psychiatric nature; his bona fides have been rea-
sonably. established, his polygraph examination vas favorable end a physical
examination revsaled no significant abnormalities. Employment with the U. S.
Government is not a driving fedtor since his present auto salesman job prb-
vides adequate compensation. He has become established and integrated in
his community though a recent arrival in the U. S. A. His past Agency field
intelligence experience and strong motivation to participate in anti-ComMunist
work are in his favor in considering him for employment. The Amman Field
Station recommended he be assessed for possible use in the U. S. A.

3. Emsadowisza

It is recommended that Subject be hired as a contract agent to work'
in the field of spotting; recruiting and training of Caucasian, Turkestan
and Tartar REDSOX L agent candidates. De is qualified to work effectively in
the fields and'with these nationalities after Lgency training lnd, a juati-
fication for a specialist Of this nature.

fie following reports are attached as evidence to support the above
recommendation:

A. Biographical Debriefing - SR/7/DOB

B. Ass'essor's Report - S/7/DOB	 ,	 6

C, Psychiatric Examination - Medical Staff, Psychiatric Division

D. Psychological Evaluation - OTR/Assessment & Evaluation

E. Physical Examination - Medical Staff

K F, Polygraph Examination - Special. Security Division

G. Fingerprints

H. PhotOgraphs

I. Handwriting

' J. Assessment Schedule

C.

Chief, SR/7/DOB/A&R

e, t
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23 February 1956 .

A3SMENT HEPORT

SUPJECT: Tscherim SOOBZOYDV

I. DETAILED fICDRAPhl

Subject was born 1 January 1918 in TOKTA1ZKAI, Caucasus. He is a
Circassian by origin of the 1os1em faith. He attended the,Toktamukei
Elementary School from 1928-33 and the Kiddie School (secondary) from
1953-35. Ye was later adoitted to the Ordzhonikidze kilitary Academy,
where he graduated in 1939 with a Lieutenant's commission..

Subject father, TO SOCEZOKOV, was a landowner,prior to the
Russian RevolUtion, who owned approxidately 75 hectors of land, and
censideratle livestock. When the Soviet's appropriated this land in
connection with their colleCtivitationprogram, Subject's father was rele-
gated to the status of an'orlina0y.faimer. Becauee of his opposition to
the Soviets in their,effOrtsto 4o1lectivise his propertY along with others
in his tribe, and b4csiusena4 Brdther iacaped to r l1ixicey with his familY.
Subject's fitheryas .;aubilequenterrested by the soviets in 1937 and dis-

eippeared froin'the scene.,',40atheirwaii48 . years old at the time and it is
presumed that he may have died. soWafter ! his incarceration in a. Soviet
prison.

Subject's mother was- Furaeh 8Q0B4ITV(nee DEDE), born in GRWOSKIA,
Caucasus.-': A total of te children, were born to her, four boys (of which
Subject states he was the yolingest) and six girls. INio boys died between
1933-37 and also fliye girli, which Subject claims was due to natural
causes'. e One brother is currently residing in Jordon with his wife and
children..	 s only,living sister, Suret, was married to a Captain in the
Soviet Army, who was a veterinerian doctor 14 prefession. His last contact
with per as1jinn 194), where sheor4s , livingiii a village in l'OKTAKUKAI with

I4hren.en. Subject lass no infoMMation as to her present whereabouts
ind ,has zikv` attempted to communicate With-ter for fear of jeopardizing her
personaqeecurityyith the Soviet regime;'

V 0	 0 ,
Subject's wife is HoshniShb tzgaggE, who was born in PACHEGARKAI,

Caucasus in: 1926. Her father, served as e Colonel with the Vlasov Army
yhich fought against the Soviets in ',4orld War II. He was taken prisoner
by the English in Italy and turned over with other-Vlasov members to the
Soviets in 1945. He reportedly committed suicide enroute to the Soviet
Union. Subject and his wife have two children; Jan Kazbek, 11/ years old;
and Sara, ei years old; they are residing in Paterson, New Jersey:
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Subject states that he never held merbership in either the Komsomol
nor the Communist party. He was rejected frcrusebership in the Komsomol
because his father was in the so-called KCIAK class and because bis father's
brother had defected to Turkey. Consequently, Subject states that he was
blackballed whenever his name wae brought up for consideration. For this
reason, he feels that his initial application for the Air Force was rejected.
Had it not been for the good services of a close friend of his father's,
who interceded for him with Vorishilov's office-Defense hinistry, he would
never have been appointed to the military academy.

After graduating:Irom the Crdzhonikidze Eilitary Academy in 1939,
Subject was assigned to the 44th Infantry Division in Poland, which was
then commanded brMajdr General THACIWKO. He was assigned to the let
'Battalion, 3.4 coopany- of the 305th Infantry Regiment under the commuux1
of Colonel LEGYJAAKH, whereote remained until 1941. Subject was granted
leave in 1941 and in attempting to bring tome cloth Material for members
of his family, was detained by the FVD border guards for a period of'21
days before he was permitted to proceed home on leave. This incident.
apparently did not improve his morale. Following home leave, Subject. was
assigned to the 56th Infantry Division, 1153rd Regiment, which was then
engaged by the German forces spearheading their drive between TAGAHOG and
ROSTOV. In Karch 1942, Subject's Division was pulled beck for regrouping
and to prepare new defensive lines, where he remained until Fay 1942. His
regiment was then ordered to rove to an unknown destination - rumored to
be Crimea. Subject, upon reaching a station called EAVKAZAI, decided to
desert and subsequently made his way back to his native village in the
Caucasus. He stayed in hiding until 12 August 1942, when the Germans took
over the occupation of his village. Subject states that he came out of
hiding then and gave himself up to the German Commander, whom he convinced
that he was a deserter from the Soviet Army and that he was prepared to
join the German forces in overthrowing the Communist regime. In August
1942, Subject was elected by the inhatdtants of his town as 'Chief of the
Circassian Field Gendarmerie for the TOKTWUKAI area, while hia older
brother was chosen as hayorjor the town.

In ilovember'1942„Subject joined the 835th North Caucasian Volunteer •
Battalion under German. command, which fought against 'the Soviets at
KALUSPINSKIA. Subject ai:mears to have participated in numerous reconnaissance
patrol missions against the Soviet forces with considerable success. Dur-
ing the German retreat in February 1943, Subject was wounded in the right
shoulder while on a reconnaissance mission to blow up a vital bridge to
stem the advance of the Soviet fortes., He wee then sent to the Lilit4a1
lilitary Hospital in the Ukraine fcr treatment.

After recovering from hi A wound, jubjectowas sent by the Gemans to
the Headquarters of the rorth Caucasian Legion, which i.ras then located=
near WAR3.4. Hare he was appointed as a special representative to recruit
Caucasian elenents from German P.OA. Camps, which were to be formed into
volunteer units to fight against the Soviets. In larch 1944, Subject vas
ordered by Lieutcnant-Ceneral VC? FCRESTER to lead 3,000 Caucasian and

(,,
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and ',:hite Russian refugees froL CDLSSA, through Jumania to77'ARATO, 'Subject's
only form of transportation for these refugees was by means of horse and
carts. After bringing his refugees to the Fumanian-Rungarian border, they
were turned over to the German authorities. Subject was next ordered to
proceed to AITErS, Greece, to take over as Adjutant of the 836tL rorth
Caucasian Battalion. His stopover in Greece was short liveiin view of
the large scale Greek partisan activity againstithe Germans at the time.
Subject states the high altitude caused him to bleed fraz the nose and
mouth and after an 8 hour stay in Greece, he was tent back to the
eadquarters of the Caucasian Legion located near '..:arsaw. WARSAW was .

in a chaotic state of uprising eV-the tine, SO Subject proceeded on tp -
,

In the early part of 1945,. Subject joined the Caucasian SS Division,
which was organized under Standartenfuhrer Thverman and Caucasian
Standertenfuhrer Ubuyay, where he was appointed as their repairentative
for the liberation and recruitnenedf CaoCiaian nationals from vaiiii.Us
peW camps and concentration camps to fight against the Soviets. After
being properly docusented as an SS officer, Subjecteestablished his
headquarters in HALrA rAPAZA Hungary, where he wasAssigned camps in
Austria and Hungary to carry out his work. After staying here until
April 1945 and realizing that the German cause had collapsed, Subject
proceeded with his wife to CBLEItArBUBG, Austria, which was already'
occupied by the British. Upon arrival, Subject (dressed in au , SS uniform)
gave himself up to the British. His efforts to explain to the 'British
that he was not a member of the German SS, served no useful infrpose. He
was incarcerated in a prison with German SS members andrlater shipped out
of the area by truck, where he made his escape. .Ee consequently found

'shelter with an Austrian woman, who gave E .-ha -civilian clothes and after
making his way back to his wife, he arranged to secure false documents
through an Austrian and with 42 other Circasian refugees, made his way to
BAPIX, Italy, in June 1945 by means of a large truck, which ha,managed
to secure for the trip.'

Subject finally settled his email group of Circasians in ROVE, Italy,
and lived by dealing in blackmarket. ackiviSes. Aftiajtaying in Italy
until 1947, Subject, as the app.14ntedv lea4er of his Circasian group,
attempted to secure political lifeaylum for them, first = in Egypt, which was
unsuccessful and later through i personal conference with Abdullah of
Jordon, who granted asylum along with financial assistance to transporttthee groupfrom Italy. , Subject also succeeded In securing a personal
audience with the Pope, who later provided fdnas to help repotriate subject
Circasian to Jordan..

'From April 1948 to DeceMher Subjaet worked in Jordan as Station
COnstruction Stewart. 'Prot January 1950Jto June , 1951;1* . wai assigned as
Controller of Laborers an did various lobs for theA .un1cipality of Amman.
He was released when this ne -at was liquidated, * the Amman Aministration.
Subject was subsequently reemployed by the Aman'I .unicipality in September
2952 as Personnel Cfficer, and 'worked Until JUile . b, 1955, During this
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period, he served as Representative of the North Caucasian National
Cormittee in Jordan. He resigned his post when his visa was granted to
emigrate to the r. S. with his family:

C
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A.:;SE:330F, 1 3 RIF:RT 

1. Subject was initially interrogated by undersigned 20 February and
again 22 February 1956 in a room at the Statler Hotel. The first interroga-
tion lasted from approximately 10:15 a.r. to 1700 hours with a one hour break
for lunch. The second session lasted from 10:40 a.m. to 1315 hours. Subject
in both instances was highly cooperative'after the initiaxwort had been
established, and showed no visable nervousness throughout the interrogation.

2. The foregoing resume of Subject's personal history and background
reflects to some degree his inherent characteristics which make up his
personality. Subject possesses a keen, alert mind, is articulate, well poised,
and is decidedly above average in intelligence; Be speaks Gircasian, Russian,
German, Arabic and Italian. His English is considered fairly good. Subject's
ability td -aurvive during-World Jar-II and immediately following the cessatiOn
of hostp.ities would appear to indicate that he is also resourceful witha
considerable degree of native cunning developed to a marked degree in his fight
to survive under adverse conditions, he possesses qualities of leadership, if
one is to judge from his account'Of shepherding his group of Gireasians through
Europe and into Italy at the end of '..forld 4ar II and subsequently arranging to
resettle them in Jordon at a time when they were faced with possible repatriation
to the USSR.

,
3. Yotivatiop: Subject's basic motivation aw.ears to stem from a fanatical

desire to liberate,bie people from Communist domination. He has a marked fatred
for the Soviet regime, which may essentially stem frokthe fact that his father
was persecuted by the Soviets. Subject has clearly indicated that he is pre-
parad to join forces with any group working actively agaist the Soviet .regime.

, 4
'	 4. Although Jubject appeared to answer questions out to him in an on

and honest manner, it was evident to the undersigned that he was somewhat
reluctant to go into any specific details when queried on his service with the
German forces, and in particular with the Caucasian SS Battalion. The under-

,signed feels, however; that- his explanations in this respect, were nOI con-
vincing and that there is a strong possibility that abject may have partici-
pated in uneavbry activities for the Germans, which might well be categorized
under minor war crimes. When questioned in this respect, Subject categorically
-"stated that his war activities with the Germans were directed may againstthe
Soviets and that he was not involved in any crimes against humanity generally
attributed to the 33 elements of the German forces operating. in the USSR during.....; ,
World Jar II.

1	

.
5. There is little evidence in Subject's background which would indicate

that he is o "planted" Soviet agent. As a deserter from the Soviet army and
later joining forces with the Germans to fight against the Soviets, automati-
cally placed hir on the Soviet criminal list as a traitor against his homeland.

SECRET
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Bence, had he been aporehended by the Soviets prior to escaping to the
he would have in all probabilities been shot or hanged. All supporting
documents in the possession of Subject ap pear to substantiate the veracity
of his 'statements and eventual escape to Italy before securing political
asylum in WAN, Jordon, with his Circasian associates.

6. Subject was carefully questioned on the nossibilities of having
other terberb of his immediate family besides his sister still residing in
the USSR. Subject's explanation that two hrothere and five sisters (hod of
"natural causes" left sore doubt in the mind of the undersigned. EA appeared
Somewhat vague as to the nature or cause of these deaths, which leads ,the
undersigned to suspect that Subject may have some motive for shielding this
information from his examiner. It occurred to the undersigned that Subject
ia clever enough to realize that having. other members of his family still
residing in the USSR may be a militating factor in his rejection for govern-
ment eMployment. Should this actually be the case, Subject could readily be
"blackmailed" by the Soviets through direct threats to take appropriate action
against members of Subject!s family still residing in the USSR. This

 would be considerably enhanced should the Soviets learn of Subject's
connections with the Agency at a later date. Subject should be examined on
this point when the polygraph is administered to determine whether he is

_telling the truth in this connection.

7. Since Subject had resided in an area predaminently under the influ-
ence of the British he was questioned rather closely as to his relations with
them during his tenure	 o • on.
been approached by the BIS to work for than. Apart from giving some general
information on certain individual refugees of interest to the British, it
would appear he had no further intercourse with them. It should be noted here
that Subject is 4rongly anti-Eritish in his views, which stems largely from
his unfortunate experience with them at the end of the war "and the fact that
he blares them for turning over his father-in-law (member of the Vlassov Army)
to the Soviets.

8. Subject was recruited by the tgency in Jordon in 19531 where he
worked as a sliotter and informant up to the time of his departure for the
U. S. in June 1955. Apart from this experience with the Agency, his back-
ground shows no indication of additional intelligence experience. However,
Subject has the Atli:181U qualifications combined with his area and language
knowledge to be considered for this work.

9. Assuring that Subject neets Agency assessment standards and his
boni fides are established beyond any reasonable doubt, Subject could be
considered for emplorent in any one of these three categories:

a. As an agent under unofficial cover in the Fiddle East oroFurope.

U, As a spotter/recruiter for Caucasian elements in the U. S. for
REDSVX activities.
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c. As a possible contract employee in training Caucasian elements
for subsequent dispatch to denied areas.

His natural antagonism toward Russiant in general would possiblyfpreclude
Subject's use in working with this national group in an operational capacity,
notwithstanding his excellent command of the Russian language.
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9 March 1956

)2NORAIIDUM FOR: Chief, &R/7

ATTENTION	 :

SUBJECT	 Tscberim N. SCOBZOKOT (t)

1. The above-named subject is a 37-year old married Caucasian citizen
who was seen in psychiatric evaluation at the request of SF/7, to evaluate
his psychiatric suitability for operational use.

, 2. 'Pertinent background information: TbeSubject is one of ten chil-
dren born to farming parents of Eoliammedan religion in Caucasus. The father
was a forceful and unccmpromising individual who was strict, and rigid in his
discipline of the children and outspoken in his hatred of the Communists.
Be was imprisoned by the Soviets in 1937 and eventually died in the prison
camp. The Subject's mother as a quiet, passive, and submissive woman who
was religious to the point of fanaticism. The Subject feels that he was
closer to Bed learned more from his mother in terms of his early develop-
ment. The Subject attended a military academy, where his performance was
good end 'where he was liked by both teachers and fellow students. During
the Nazi occupation of Caucasus, he was known as a collaborator, and he
deserted from the Russian Army after the occupation. This opportunistic
seizure of a situation in which he could realize his intense hatred of the
Casa:mists has marked his life since. He was married in 1944 and currently
has two children, a son who is nearing nine, and a daughter who is approxi-
mately seven. .-Bis wife is also of Caucasian birth, whom be knew Several years
prior to their marriage. Following World War II he was e,political refugee
in Italy for several years, where he held a part-time job, then went to the
Middle East, where hi worked in Jordon for the British in various govern-
mental positions through 1955. He was recruited by U.S. intelligence in
Jordon. He immigrated to the States this past year with his wife and
children.

3. Psychiatric examination reveals a sparkling and ViAllaolls individual
who is cooperative and not unusually suspiciote or evasive in the examination
situation. He is spontaneous in his verbalizations and positive in express-
ing his viewpoints. His eyes have a definite "sparkle," and his general
appearance is characteristic of hie race; He is a shrewd and practical indi-
vidual who has experienced much in life and has learned to live by his wits„,
but at the same tine to' exhibit good judgment and common sense. Be is
temperamental and emotionally labile, who when provoked "sufficiently may
explode in a truly eyesore expression of aggression or emotion. He regerAs
this as a possible failing and is learning to control his reactivity in this
area. He is intelligent and highly motivated. The source of his motivation
appears to be .e drive for recognition, achievement, and self-control. Be
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admires individuals who are exact, truthful, and honest, and feels that he
has similar characteristics. He it'intensely nationalistic and regards as
self-evident the right for man to determine his own way of life. He is
religiously oriented, although not fanatically so. His feelings of inde-

, pendenc• and self-sufficiency are expressed in his conviction that "All men
are my brothers," or "Don't expect others to be good if you twist them."
Be has idealised his father and has attempted with his 'own children to
demonstrate the same strictness of discipline and yet to inspire admiration
for him in his Children.. He is free of symptoms of a psychiatric nature,
nor doss the potential for severe conflict or illness seem prominent. He
depends primarily upon shutting out of his mind those ideas or feelings which
he regards as unworthy of his high moral convictions.. Consequently, the
only "dangerous" 'situation which the Subject may find himself in is when the
effectiveness of this repression of ideas is threatened by external stress.
He has no vices and easily handles his sexual needs within his marriage.
He has leadership and command experience, and is very demanding in terms of
his expectations from subordinates. Be is concientious and highly motivated
for service with U. S. Intelligence.

4. Physical examination reveals no significant abnormality.

5.. Recommendations: The Subject appears psychiatrically well qualified
for the proposed mission as an agent spotter and recruiter- or as a trainer
of indigenous agents. He is free of illness, psychiatrically and physically,
and the attention in his handling should be devoted towards the intense
nationalism which he manifests, together with his high moral code and demands
of himself and others. He is considered psychiatrically qualified for con-
tractual purposes.

C-	 --1
Chief, Selection Branch
Psychiatric Division

.NOTE: In the copy, true name was substituted for the medical aliaa.
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ASEESSMEKT PEPORT - PSTOHOLCOICAL

Name: SOOBZOROV, Tscherim 	 Dates of lase:meat: 21-23 February 1956

Date of Birth: 1 January 1918	 Sex: _Male

Official RequestAssessment: 1 fL.

Projected Job Assignment: Spotter-Agent Trainer

Comments:
,,

1.. This asteesment was requested as 'an aid in evaluating Mr. Soobzokovile.-:
suitability as a contract 'employee whose duties will be that of spotting and
training of agents.

. 2. Mr. Soobzokov is of averege , intelligence as judged by general popu,
'latioristandards. His abilities and ekills appear to Wmore like that of .
the action-agent type than what might be called the high' live] principal agent
kind of individual. His academic aptitude is rather limited, but he has the

otbility to comprehend the practical problems involved in operation activity,
i.e., he has the ability to learn the more fundamental and specific techniques
peculiar to operation,work, but be is limited in respect to his ability to
deal with the more abstract conceptual problems encountered ! .in this field.
He is quite shrewd and is probably capable of manipulating a variety of peo-
ple effectively. In.j: sense he overwhelms the other person with his intensity
of feeling and achievfis his objectives in this manner. He tends to be qiiite
defensive Shout his likitationi and would probably be gate difficult to ban- -
cll. in those situations where his,, superior isqlot a strong, authoritative, .
mature person. His ability to t'each others would appear to be fairly good
if limited to basic techniques and if he, as the.instructor, is in a potition
of authority: We would possibly,be very threatened aria less .effective in
teaching persons whose intellectual abilities d are superior to his own. In
any situatibn he has a strong netd to "run the shoe and he would probably
be quite demanding of his trainees.

3. Mr. Soobzokov appears to have a strong desire to actively lead any
effort against COmmunism. Actually his motivation is such that he approaciNs
the fanatic, and he 'has little patience gith those. (even his own countrymen)
who do not have the, same intensity-of feeling or Singleness of ;purpose.
Astuming that he has related his experiences With reasonable accur4y, it would_
seem that he has decided leadership qualities ., though Mostly of the ''platoon

. sergeant' type, He wOUld . probably . he moot effective as a 1mader;inIM or
1
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direct action-types of operations. He lacks the patience, tolerance and
deliberateness for leadership activities which require long-term planning
rather than physical action and zealousness of spirit. He is a person who
seldom hesitates to tike the initiative and his strong feelings promote a
brashness which borders on uncontrolled impulsivity or impetuousness.

4. Mr. Soobzokom-is generally auspicious of people and it is difficult
to "befriend" him in the usual way. He tries (rather successfully) to cover
up his less "charged" or less intense feelings so. that it is difficult to know
when he is giving the complete story or when he is entirely sincere in what
he says. He has a certain awareness of his less positive qualities--his ten-
dency to be very stubborn, to be intolerant and demanding of others, and to
talk excessively and act impulsively. However, he appears to be unable to
induce much change in himself, and, in his interaction with others, his
behavior will probably be erratic and unpredictable because it will be easily
influenced by the subtleties and content of what in said or how it is said
at any given moment. He is capable of controlling himself to the extent that
he woOld make every effort to avoid offending a person he has need of or one
who is in a golod position to retaliate, but he can laaily misinterpret. "what
is going on" in a •ituation because it is difficult for him to avoid intense
emotional involvement. Generally, the evidence suggests that Er. Soobzokov
has comparatively low "snafu" tolerance. He reactszvery quickly (and very
strongly) to a situation and expects Others to be equally quick and decisive.
He becomes cautious, for the most part only in those situations where he is
trying to get aopething from somebody or where, figuratively speaking, his
life is at steins. Generally he impresses one as being a person who has a
great deal of animal cunning along with his brashness.

5. As a Moslem, Mr. Soobzokoa strives to adhere closely to dogma as a
means of giving himself "character" and self-esteem, and this adherence to a
moral-religious "code" is one of his main sources of control. Psychologically
he seems to be a bit "mixed up" on this issue;' at times he gets disgusted with
himself...teSause he doesn't live up to his expressed conitictions, and at other
times he can successfully'retionalize his behavior without remorese. While
this "nix up" probably leads to no very deep personal conflict, it does make
prediction of behavior even more difficult.

6. Mr. SooblOkom is not a very philosophical person and we doubt that
he has ever been much concerned with conflicting political ideologies. He
seems to hate all Russians personally and intensely, more because they are
Russians than because they are Communists. Being aperson who usually "speaks
his mind," Mr. Soobzokov may have' snme difficulty in handling or getting along
with Russiane. He is not a very diplomatic person, and people generally will
react rather strongly to his stubborn "black or white" aoproach. Some people
will no doubt admire him for his "courage" and belinspired by his enthusiama

prn.T1
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and devotion to his "cause." Others may possibly feel that he is an impulsive
crackpot or a fant0c. ALI% own attitude, that every men is an enemy until he
has proven himself a friend, may be a bit too obvious and make some others
distrustful or openly antagonistic. To,those who succeed in "proving" them-
selves, Nr.Soobsokov will undoubtedly be intensely loyal: To gain his loyalty
the other fellow Must make him feel that he understands hiO; and accepts him
as hdis.' Any attempt to change him or his point of view will probably meet
with stiff resistance and be will be quick to spot a "friendly" approach which
is the least bit "phony." Gaining his loyalty will in itself be a tough
assignment, but this in our opinion is the best if not the only approach to
the problem of control in his case.=

tTIR nix DLRECTGE OF ThAIHING:

Chief, Assessment Branch
Assessment and Evaluation Staff

4

NOTE: In the copy, true name was sutstituted for training alias.
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5 April 1957

MEHORANEUFf pm; Chief, 81(/7/D013

SUBJKT	 •	 Psychiatric evaluation of Sergei ZAREVICH (a)
.	 .

1. This 38-yaar.Old:married, Criucasisus citizen was seen in

vimO31.**1 .. inteasenese. • There was soros indication

6-'11,reattfr of rhendiing' , it became evident that the subject
-14i 14-fir'tillterteAtiff and his 2demonstrativenesa may occesionall,y attempt

Orstjulother','Pereon that he is addressing by the sheer

,
.	 , ,	 . 'psychiatric' evaluation at the -requeat	 SH/7/DOB to evaluate the

'...irUbject 'for. av-Pot;ential Wars in the AERELDT- program as well as nine
,	 PeoPle!Who srere seen' over a'period of .18-19 February 1957.

-	 been-seen by the ksychiatric Divi.sion

,	 ';	 04 97.11erch"; /.96, d theimemoraiidura 	 'transadtted to sH/7/D013.
:'....AFeit44.114.93i he 4*Irhadi complete evaluatioa .bi the Alien Staff

• • •	 :Pi view ,of. these cceprehensirkirrevious. evaluations,
,	 On.17,hrieiV:pei;tinent Ciaments will be inclided here. There has

..,bleir;ife :reobgliiaable:f Change . oier :the evaluations 'in 1956.

..	 ,	 z;trtlil ttlfe . auVeef...riaq8.7mitl;f:terits'.anmUthority situation srith the
does this by very capably

.,.tftusing.his,',blittei,hee .aVerag4 intelligence Stale being extremely
'' .*-3ePti,Ve.:44:Vief.ithe4̀:114.ttit.„0:64 and r etilin bY creating issues that
"..1(04d-putr,theV,er perien •::on the drifensiVe. He pursues his adversary

Iloilo manner until such tirae as he
recognkeeir.the,	 to.k"which.he can go without-creating animosity

. ' :	 -Or:being: `:;Crih 	 ",At"..thili'lioint, the rrubjeet quite

	

,	 .	 eff4tively,IliplanetiCallit'eciage'Omises eo that in the end every-thing
ire siiieteritertiblCin;:regard, 'tn7the	 relationship as

' • it Wise'	 ,beirizining.'''''Jn general it 'will be , found that the
• suhjeettS:	 caticcri'.rather wide range ,of knowledge, intelligence,
.ancFabili* *artimilate tirilrietkehia most effective in dealing

- It would aPperir,Ahlt ..;Subject has all the capabilities
, to be an effective teader..„11is:,c,lonvintions and attention for logic
.hie	 independence until he has been logical];

,	 ,convineed	 lits4rrer'and then hia . ability to accept the change
-„ Without defensirtatisi	 hisod.LitY Are attributes that 'rill be such

,	 'to pre;vide the individual: with c:oniiderable strength.
,

3: Me vibject has considerable sensitivi.ty as to the evaluation
•,''' of hiMselflarticularly by 'her eaperiors. In thi.s regard they reach

prOportions . that are nearl,y Of paranoid dimenaions. This is the 0118

' 9 ' r.	 .	 'area in. ,which	 id , felt that.aubject could come into conflict with
others ,and that on Occasion he conld distort what was said of him

' or' to hini as intended oriti.cissi' when it may not have been. His
•?,

a



SQi
Psychiatric Interview on Sergei 7ARSVICH (a)

basic depth of strength is such that it is unlikely that this would
create any kind of a permanent breach or interfere with his cap-
ability of working with others. For the most part the subject would
Almost always be right.

4. It is the fueling of the evaluators that the subject is an
resourcefUl Ueda:who has been quite success/Ill to

date and in whom there are no serious reservations-as regards his
future adjustment.

3
Chairman, Assessment Team
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ASSESSMENT REPORT - MEDICAL

' 2 13 March D956

TO	 : SCO

FROM ": Special Support Staff, Medical Staff

SUBJECT: Tscherim SOORSOKOV

,
Subject has been evaluated by tie Medical Staff and ,..

found medically qualified for,propoeed'duties.'

Administrative OEficer

NOTE: In copy, true name eubstituted for medical alias.

ci f



SECRET tCOPY

2.1 MirCh 1956

NEWINUMFOR: Chief, SR/7/COB

ATTENTION	 :

SUBJECT	 : NOSTRIL
C-15651

1. Attached hereto please find the results of a recent
polygraphmeamination given to the Subject.

2. Please adiisethis office es"to the preBent status of
Subject and as to what plans you may have for him'Ap the fUture.

to
' 3. It is noted in the recommendation of the polygraph'i

examiner that Saject ehcm.lAite Nether intertbgated
given another polygraph examination under conditiongKomme.
conducive to thetAteclusion of a sUccessbil Ohlygraph examin-
ation. Please advise this office Oeito,Vhat plans you have
for Subject in this kespect.

C:	 -:7
Chief, cria -

Attachment:
'	 Memo dtd. 17 March 1956 	 e

SECRET
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17 March 1956

Chief, Cl/OA

Deputy Director of Security (Investigations and Support)

C-15651
#79367

1. At the request of W.	 Chief, SR/7/LOB, the
Subject was interViewed and polygraphed at a covert site in
Washington on 25 . February 1956. QUestions concerning commlnism,
falsification of Personal History Statment, security indiscretions,
and vulnerability to blackmail were asked.

2. The answers to the following questions are set forth as
noteworthy information:

3) Is your true name
Answer: Yes. WeiriTIFAIon.

4) Have you ever used another name to hide your true
identity?	 -
Answer: No. Wink reaction.

4A) Dive you ever assumed another name to hide any
intelligence nctivities?
Answer: No. Subject reacted each tae that this
question was asked on the first two charts: When
asked for an explanation for his sensitivity to this
question, Subject repliedfthat he was thinking of the
time in Austria during 1945 when, in order to avoid
repatriation as a Soviet national, he had told the
British Of1icia1s,th0 he was a Circassian from Greece,
and denied ever living in the ussR. • (n subsequent asking
of this question, Subject's reaction diminished.

5) Have you given us the correct information (mcerning your
life history?
Answer: Yes.

5A) Have you fabricated to us any information concerning your
work with the SS?

—. Meyer: No. Subject stated that he bad served with
the Soviet Army from 1936 to 1939 and had held the rank
of a Lieutenant. He joined the German Army in l9142 and
remained until 1945, with the rank of Ober Lieutenant.
He was assigned to the North Caucasian voluntary unit and
the Caucasian SS Division (Waffen SS). Subject described

SECRET
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his duties with SS as those of trying to liberate
and recruit Caucasian prisoners of war into
fighting units for the Germans.

6) Have you ever falsified any information concerning
your life history?
Answer: No.

6A) Other than your sister, do you have any other members
of your family living in the USSR?
Answer: No. Weak reaction. Subject stated that he
believes that be has no other relatives living in the
USSR other than his sister, Suret, who is married to
a former Soviet Army Captain. They are presently
living in Toktanmkal Caucus. Subject stated that his
father and mother are dead and that he has only another
surviving seeher of his family, a brother who is
in Jordan, presently unemployed, and who suffered from
tuberculosis. Altogether there were four brothers and
six sisters in the family. Subject was unable to rectal
all of their names or the reasons for their deaths. He

-stated that be/recall, only the following names: Ibrahim,
who is believed to have died sometime in 1934; blouse;
Ahmed; SAS; and Cum. He stated that he could secure
the names from his brother if it is necessary. Reasons
advanced by Subject for not knowing the time or causes
of his brothers' and sisters' death* stem from the fact
that in the Middle East people do not concern themselves
with death or the causes from which they die. He thinks
that one of his brothers might have died from a fall
from a school window, and some of thee died from cholera
sometime in 1921. Subject appeared to be extremely
uninformed concerning his relations.

7) Have you ever told anyone about your present assignment
with the American government?
Answer: No. Weak reaction.

8) Have you ever been a member of the Communist Party?,
Answer: No. Week reaction thefirst two timmi that this
question was asked. On subsequent Very, a week, reaction
noted. No admissions made.

9) Have you ever engaged in any OuMmunist activities?
Answer: No. Weak reaction.

10) Rave you. ever been sympathetic to Communism?
Answer: No. Strong initial reaction that lessened on
subsequent query.

•
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11) Other than your brother, do you know any relatives
or friends who are Communists?
Answer: No. The first time the question was asked,
Subject answered no. On the second asking he answered
yes and made the qualification that he has known in
the past many Coymnnists whose names he can not recall
at this time. Some of those Ccumnniets he feels were
Ccemainists as a natter of securing positions and
obtaining a living for th4t families. Subject
indicated that his brother was a Ommaudst for two
or three years and was allegedly a member to better
his own potation in Jordan. Subject denied knowing
any Conneui1sts of recent vintage. Subject listed
apprcutisately 21 Communists known to him; with most
of these individuals Subject has bad no contact since
1541. The following individuals are believed by
Subject to be Conmunists.

Name: (all NR IRS)
	

Address:

1. Ojbenoko Salech
	

Tachtankai
2. Qiadjesausa Acbmiz
3. itstafa Sunni
4. Israil Achimize
5. Wane
6. Chlkaldeu Alexzu
7. Malt Chareet'
8. 8rentor
9. Cbatche

10. Made Maid
U. Cbscle Bazallu
12. Riousov
13. Perenouk
14. Otbonn Sobzokov
15. Yana Tuguz
16. Ramaseu Tuguz
17. Kahmoud Naujerokov
18. Nicolaki
19. Tenrouk Nassau
20. Tenrouk Hussein
21. Tetra* )brat

12) Since 1943 have you bad any correspondence with your
sister?
Answer: No. Weak reaction the second time the question
was asked.

; SECRET
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13) Other than to the USA, have you given any intelligence
information to anyone?
Answer: No.

14) Have you been instructed to seek employment with the
American government?
Answer: No. Weak reaction, decreased on subsequent query.

15) Other than Americans, have you ever worked for any
intelligence organizations?
Answer: No.

16) Other then mentioned, do you know any relatives or friends
working for any intelligence organization?
Answer: No. Subject indicated that a Major Hussein KUMUZ
(NR IRB) is believed to be working with British Intelligence.
Subject was unable to furnish any definite indications that
the Major is working with BIB, but makes this conclusion
based on the manner in which the Major is living at the
present time. He is currently residing in Landon.

17) Other than the incident mentioned, have you ever been asked
to Work for BIB.
Answer: No. Weak reaction. SObject related that the
British had approached him with the request that he
attempt to recruit some individuals for possible dispatch
on a mission to the Caucasus. This offer allegedly was
made sometime during 1950 or 1951 in Jordan. Major KUMUZ,
mentioned in question 16, was the person who made the
approach to Subject. Subject allegedly refused the offer
because "I like the British about as much as the Soviets,
and I don't trust either one of them."

18) Are you DOM working for HIS?
Answer: No.

19) Is there anything that might open you to blackmail?
Answer: No. This question apparently did not concern
Subject because he Intimated that blackmail is not clear
to him. However, he denied that he could be blackmailed
in any way after the question was further explained to
him. Routine blackmail questions were asked of abject;
however, there appears to be no apparent attempt at the
practice of deception to any of the blackmail questions.

Subject revealed to this examiner that he had spoken with the Ambassador
from Jordan the night of 24 February, allegedly requesting aid in
seeking a job at the UN. He denied making any mention of any contact
with the U. S. Government.

• c;:7,.er77
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SUbject's polygraph charts indicate inconsistent reactions, but
there is no indication of specific and conclusive responses indicattle
of deception. The degree of accuracy is less than fairly accurate at
this time. Subject appeared to be tired, indicating that he had had
About five hours of sleep; he appeared to be suffering from a cold; he
Admitted drinking about 4 or 5 shots of whiskey during the evening prior
to his testing; and he had been given approximately ODO week's psychological
testing, assesagent, and other tests by staff personnel.

3. Considering the limitations placed upon the anatisis of the
Subject's reaction patterns, it is the examiner's, opinion, based
on a study of the RObject's reactions, that deception was not
apparently practiced at this time. It is the recommendation, however,
that the Subject be further interrogated and be given another polygraph
examination under conditions more conducive to the conclusion of a
successful polygraph examination. The Subject has indicated that he
would be srining- to undergo further polygraph interviews if it is
so desired.

FOR THE DIRELTOR OF SECURITY:

grr9
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Tscherim SOOBZOKOV

20 Monday::	Debriefing	 John D. PETERS
Photos, Prints,

Psychiatric Forms	 Eugene WEAVER

21 Tuesday	 Psychiatric Examination	 Dr. MEE
Dr. McGOIMIN •

22 Wednesday	 Debriefing,	 ,	 John D. PETERS

23 Thursday	 .	 Psychological Evaluation	 Dr. STA/431DGH
nr. lams

'
24 Friday 	 Psychological Evaluation	 Dr. STAMBAUGH

Mr. WHITE
Physical Examination	 Dr. William WALSH

25 Saturday •	 Polygraph 'Examination	 Mr. Joseph BEDNAR
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